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ABSTRACT — Building an official archive, a comprehensive depository of cultural memory, is an impossible pursuit.
My work centers around the question: what gets lost in the
capture ? Responding to this problematic, I create “speculative
archives”— setting the practice of archiving against the
archive. In doing so, my display systems (including photography, film and writing) reveal countless ruptures, even blind
spots, in the smooth surfaces of the archive: the invisibility
of the archivist, the challenge of capturing ephemera, the
inherent value bias in collecting, and the inexhaustibility
of documenting a subject.
Speculating on the archive has consequence for design
practice. From the subjects we chose to represent to
the formats we present them with, we can crack open
assumed narratives, celebrating the problematics which
pour forward. Through my work, unexpected archives
become inexhaustible, buried archives become dignified,
and hegemonic archives become self-reflexive and unstable. It is a practice that helps us identify the richness
of our own lives, so as to not let our experiences, during
our time, slip through our fingers.
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The back of the book is an index to my own archives from
2010 – 2014. Each archive has its own form – a publication
in many cases – so rather than making a book of books,
the index provides a chance to have a birds-eye view of
several years of work. Within the index, it is possible to
see several visual gestures and pattern languages that are
embedded in my practice of speculative archiving. I also
welcome you to dig deeper and seek out the original work.
Sandwiched between the front and back of the book is
a synthesis of ideas and dialogues around archives and
speculation. I invite you into the conversation.

PREFACE

Something stolen, something new,
something borrowed, and something blue

I have placed my bibliographic and artist references deliberately at the front of the book, highlighting how my
practice is in a rubust conversation with writers, theorists, and other artists mobilized around the broad topic
of the archive. I welcome you to read further and use
this reference archive as a guide to your own research.

18 — paintings

SPECULATIVE ARCHIVES: AN INDEX should be
approached exactly as the title suggests — gesturing
toward a series of works and research that rethinks
the act of documenting as speculative archiving. As
such, each section should be read as an archive in itself.
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Nothing is more divine than to know everything.
- Plato 1

1
As quoted in Kircher, Athanasius.
Ars Magna Sciendi, in Xii. Libros
Digesta. Amst, 1669.

The term ‘archive’ is at once easy to picture and impossible
to grasp. In this way it becomes the perfect location to
encourage speculation.
AN ARCHIVE — I begin by defining the archive as a “place”:
a repository for organized collections of documents, artifacts
or other materials. In our imaginations, this is a physical location of shelves stacked to the ceiling with dusty folders, meticulously ordered boxes, and secured vaults housing our
collected memory. This place often refers to the contents
held by museums, libraries, municipal archives, and so on.
We can also stretch the definition to include a ‘non-place’ –
everything digital that forms discreet collections of related
electronic documents 2. Dictionary definitions of the archive
have now incorporated the database, expanding the frame to
include “a collection of information permanently stored on the
Internet," 3 referring to the metaphoric ‘cloud’ that heavily
holds the data of the world. Understanding the archive
as a space sees it largely as a mechanical storehouse to accumulate information. Our assumption is that this space has
no boundaries, and will hold all of our memories for safe
keeping, forever.
TO ARCHIVE — The archive can also be seen as an action
of placing a document in a specific space to live. These actions
are mainly carried out by archivists, whose profession has
long defined itself as the neutral mediator between information and the public. However, as with any human action,
there are often very distinct limitations. The hands of the
archivist often have enormous control over identity and
memory, and these are implicitly contained in the notion of
the deposit.4 As Schwartz and Cook assert:
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Manoff, Marlene. Theories of the
Archive from Across the Disciplines. Johns Hopkins University
Press, 2007: 10.

3
"Archive"
http://dictionary.reference.com/
browse/archive

4
Ricoeur, Paul. “Archives, Documents, Traces (1978).” The
Archive. (2006): 66.

5
Schwartz, Joan M, and Terry
Cook. “Archives, Records and
Power: The Making of Modern
Memory.” Archival Science :
International Journal on
Recorded Information. 2002: 4.

6
Schwartz and Cook, 2002: 4.

7
i.e. https://www.worldcat.org
http://photobank.unesco.org
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“Like archives collectively, the individual document is not just a
bearer of historical content, but also a reflection of the needs and
desires of its creator…The nature of the resulting “archive” thus
has serious consequences for administrative accountability, citizen
rights, collective memory, and historical knowledge, all of which are
shaped – tacitly, subtly, sometimes unconsciously, yet profoundly –
by the naturalized, largely invisible, and rarely questioned power
of archives.” 5

In this way, the archive can be seen as a utopian mapping tool,
capturing and naming all that falls within the realm of the
known. In Archive Fever (1996) Derrida frames the archive as
a machine that continually sustains itself through patterns of
inscription and repetition.11

11
Slager, Henk. The Pleasure of
Research. Helsinki: Finnish
Academy of Fine Arts, 2012: 75.

Archives are implicated in the production of the real by
preserving the records of the past and projecting them into
our present and future. Further, Derrida speaks of the archive
as having a simultaneous desire against and for death. The
archive holds the evidence of our time on earth, yet its
compulsive repetition also enacts Freud’s concept of the
“death drive” — the self-destructive drive to return nature
to the state before one’s birth.12

12
http://otherreality.wordpress.
com/tag/jacques-derrida/

Evidence suggests that the professional myth of the archivist
as a neutral, objective, holder of truth,6 has been consistently
held since the last century. There are continued efforts by
many large-scale programs to archive the information of the
world 7 which serve more fittingly as a self-portrait of the
archivist rather than a record of the subject portrayed. The
power to determine what is archived, how it is archived, and
how the pieces are strung together to present a convincing
narrative is laced with human influence. The archive is too
human to be a neutral space in which to store the facts.
Actions are also imagined as happening to the archive: we
continue to see them as a passive entities intended to be
exploited for various cultural and historical purposes.

8
Schwartz and Cook, 2002: 4.

9
Derrida, Jacques, and Eric Prenowitz. Archive Fever: A Freudian
Impression. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1996: 90.

10
Foucault, Michel. The Archeology
of Knowledge. London [etc.:
Routledge, 1989: 130.

THE ARCHIVE — Theorists, specifically Jacques Derrida
and Michel Foucault, see the archive as a metaphorical
construct upon which to contest notions of knowledge,
memory, power, and a quest for justice 8
"Nothing is less clear today than the word ‘archive’ " 9

For Foucault, the archive is rather a “system of discursivity”
that lays the groundwork for what can be said 13. The archive,
then, participates in constructing its own language that
subtly defines its own criteria for truth. In his critique of
power, Foucault asserts that the archive is not just a passive
collection of documents, but is rather a system of control
geared to maintain the interests of those who participated in
creating it.14
Both Derrida and Foucault shift our reliance on the archive as
a comprehensive and accurate record and see it as an undeniable social construct. Illuminating the archive as a contested
space interrupting power, rather than simply a building,
initiates our exploration into the weaknesses of the ‘official
record’. The archive has never been stable across space and
time, and it is within this juncture that my work begins.

"The archive does not have the weight of tradition; and it does not
constitute the library of libraries, outside time and place — it
reveals the rules of practice… its threshold of existence is established by the discontinuity that separates us from what we can no
longer say." 10
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Manoff 2007: 18.

14
Slager 2012: 75.
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THE OVERSIGHTS OF THE ARCHIVE — Attempting to
define the modes of the archive alone reveals several instabilities. The following section unpacks several oversights, laying
the groundwork for my body of work. It is worth mentioning
that a great deal of my practice is rooted in post-colonial
critique, which lays vivid ground for creating new, speculative
work. The ruptures I call attention to include:
1. The invisibility of the archivist
2. The challenge of capturing ephemera
3. The inherent value bias in collecting
4. The inexhaustibility of documenting a subject

15
Stoler, Ann L. Along the
Archival Grain: Epistemic
Anxieties and Colonial
Common Sense. Princeton,
NJ: Princeton University
Press, 2009.

16
Stoler 2009: 1.

1. THE INVISIBILITY OF THE ARCHIVIST — In Along
the Archival Grain,15 Ann Laura Stoler reflects on the colonial
documents and archival production from the nineteenthcentury Netherlands Indies.
“…producing rules of classification was an unruly and piecemeal
venture at best. Nor is there much that is hegemonic about how
those taxonomies worked on the ground. Grids of intelligibility
were fashioned from uncertain knowledge; disquiet and anxieties
registered the uncommon sense of events and things; epistemic
uncertainties repeatedly unsettled the imperial conceit that all was
in order, because papers classified people, because directives were
properly acknowledged, and because colonial civil servants were
schooled to assure that records were prepared, circulated, securely
stored, and sometimes rendered to ash.16
She discovers that instead of these being records of what
people thought had happened, they were documents replete
with the doubt and anxiety of those who created them. In
several feverish gestures, archives were hastily constructed
in an effort to catch up with the new circumstance of their
occupation which many colonizers were attempting to
reckon with.
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From Stoler, I take a strong cue for the way in which we
frame documents: we almost always render invisible the
image and the intentions of the maker. In doing so, we risk
understanding the archive as only a definitive account of
the truth, rather than also a “blueprint of distress”.17
In Photobank (2014),18 I ask how we can make visible the invisible hand of the archivist by using UNESCO’s ambitious online
archive named “Photobank” as a starting point. By grappling
with over 25,000 images under the tag ‘UNESCO’, I identified
several patterns, revealing unintended ways the institution
is portraying itself. Ultimately, this re-performance of their
archive reveals that the imprint of the photographer and
archivist are visible in the photographs.

17
Stoler 2009: 21.

18

2. THE CHALLENGE OF CAPTURING EPHEMERA —
How do we represent the weightlessness of life ? The everyday ? The mundane ? The fleeting  ? These have been my main
preoccupations in contending with the archive.
“The notion of ephemera as evidence… is nothing like a smooth
linkage. […] Ephemera, as I am using it here, is linked to alternate
modes of textuality and narrativity like memory and performance:
it is all of those things that remain after a performance, a kind of
evidence of what has transpired but certainly not the thing itself. It
does not rest on epistemological foundations but is instead interested
in following traces, glimmers, residues, and specks of things.” 19
Traditionally, archives have championed the belief that
“documents are more reliable… than the mouths of their authors”,20
which confirms that in this location, certain technologies are
privileged over others, creating several limitations in capturing our lives. Walter Benjamin expressed this concern in his
piece The Storyteller: Reflections on the Works of Nikolai Leskov, 21
in which he expressed how the technology around him (in
this case, the newspaper’s obsession with the headline) was
threatening the knowledge embedded in the telling of stories:
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Muñoz, José E, and Amanda
Barrett. Queer Acts. New York,
N.Y: Women & Performance
Project at the New York University/Tisch School of the Arts,
Dept. of Performance Studies,
1996: 363.

20
Toer as cited in Stoler 2009: 21.

21
Benjamin, Walter: “The Storyteller.” The Novel: An Anthology
of Criticism and Theory, 19002000. Malden, Mass: Blackwell
Pub, 2006: 361-378.

22

23

3. THE INHERENT VALUE BIAS IN COLLECTING — The
traditional archive often has limited vision, tending to only
see the valuable and ceremonious as worthy of having a place
within its folders, cases, and cabinets.

24

By acknowledging the inherent value bias in collecting
material for the archive, we also signal a need to see what is
in front of us: the insole, the remote control, and the plastic
comb are objects that we touch everyday, but will they ever
be archived for posterity?
Object Agent,24 was an effort to see items from a dollar store
as valuable deposits into the archive. By re-framing the context where these objects lived through a specific tactic of
space making and documentation, I demonstrate how slight
recalibrations influence notions of value. Here, as in many
of my projects, I am suspicious of the archive but not of the
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Benjamin’s commentary is acutely relevant to our discussion
around the blind spots of the archive. Valuing tangibility
and endurance – and not giving space to the fleeting, the
perishable, the invisible, the kinesthetic – the traditional
archive ultimately fails to represent a large portion of what
we deem real. Initially approached in The Museum of Found
Objects: Istanbul (2010) 23 and revisited through the majority
of my work, I construct my own archives with a focus on
everyday ephemera as a critical gesture showing the impossibility of documenting various types of knowledge. Further,
a reliance on available technology determines what can be
included and what cannot.

Dead Low, High Water

22
Benjamin in 2006: 362.

One reason for this phenomenon is obvious: experience has fallen in
value. And it looks as if it is continuing to fall into bottomlessness.
Every glance at a newspaper demonstrates that it has reached a new
low, that our picture, not only of the external world but of the moral world as well, overnight has undergone changes which were never
thought possible. 22

25
document. We touch a sponge, a plastic pen, and a canned
good more often than a jeweled scepter or Victorian flatware, yet these objects never quite seem to make it into
the archive.
4. THE INEXHAUSTIBILITY OF DOCUMENTING A
SUBJECT — The act of documentation is dependent on the
frame and therefore toggles between the actions of hiding
and revealing:
Memory must be created against the overabundance of
information as well as against its absence.” 25
The difficulty is that simultaneous action occurs across time
and space, and these dynamics challenging to represent in the
structures of the traditional archive. According to Roland
Barthes, a response to this could be an acknowledgment that
simultaneous action should not exist in a state of repression
(bound in the archive), but in a state of becoming: “nothing is
really antagonistic, everything is plural.” 26 It is vital, then, to
reframe archives as process.
In Dead Low, High Tide,27 I apply archival gestures to a
location which is rarely treated as an archival subject: the
Rhode Island coastline. The result is an archive that takes
an open form, revealing a multitude of narratives operating
in tandem. The piece illustrates the inexhaustibility of the
archive’s ability to capture. A seemingly empty location can
be transformed into a never-ending narrative storehouse,
calling into question the archive’s desire to claim truth on
a given subject.
Likewise, in Something stolen, something new, something borrowed,
something blue (2014), reconceiving the archive as process involved a robust dialogue with residents of present-day Cairo
to suggest a people’s archive to fill the gaps left from the stolen items during the revolution of 2011. The project invited
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Rancière, Jacques. Film Fables:
Jacques Rancière; Translated
by Emiliano Battista. Oxford:
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Slager 2012: 79.

27

28

29
Everall, Gavin, and Jane Rolo.
Again, a Time Machine: From
Distribution to Archive. London:
Book Works, 2012: 8.

26

27

residents to develop a new archive which extracted themselves from the 'official record' and contributed to imagining a
different future. By proposing an alternate material record of
the present, our archive became a community-based process
of participation and knowledge production.28

THE DESIGNER AS ARCHIVIST AS CULTURAL
INTERPRETER — Analyzing the archive is a call for a
more critical design practice. Similar to the archivist, I seeks
to highlight the very distinct human component behind the
actions of collecting, interpreting, documenting and presenting – and that hand is often that of the designer. As we seek
to translate and tell, how can we work to build space for the
multitude of voices that make the representation of things at
once so rich and problematic?

In considering several oversights in the archive, we can begin
to understand that what is left out of the archive can be just
as significant as the collection itself. 29
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“Here the ethnographic is about the graphic, detailed production of
social kinds, the archival power that allowed its political deployment,
and the grafting of affective states to those inventions. Reading along
the archival grain draws our sensibilities to the archive’s granular
rather than seamless texture, to the rough surface that mottles its
hue and shapes its form.” 30

30
Stoler 2009: 53.

Within the context of design, our work of representing reality can take the form of a book, a website, a content management system, and so on. Irrespective of how the structure is
named, there is often active interpretation on the part of the
designer both in terms of the final form of the document and
where it is placed in relation to other things. To understand
such structures as benign — parading merely as direct reflections of reality — is to deny that we as designers are participating in coded narrative systems. Design practice, then,
can be seen as being characterized by the risk of negotiating
between recording and simultaneously making up reality.31

31
Lind, Maria, and Hito Steyerl.
The Green Room: Reconsidering the Documentary
and Contemporary Art. Berlin:
Sternberg Press, 2008: 16.

We must acknowledge that the hands of the designer leave an
imprint on the information that passes through them. There
is great responsibility in this, and approaching the speculative
archive as design practice can bring about a powerful redistribution of the sensible.32

32
Rancière, Jacques quoted in
http://www.culturemachine.net/
index.php/cm/article/viewArticle/190/171 .
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By seeing both the archivist and graphic designer as cultural
translator, I hope to highlight the gravity of our role and the
responsibility we have to make the work we do in the present
readable to the onlookers of the future. This does not only
mean reduction; it encompasses the ability to be expansive by
showing the edges of the document. Facing the shortcomings
of the archive is a call for the expanded capacity of design.
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SPECULATION AND THE ARCHIVE — The important
work of Ariella Azoulay reaches back into the database to
propose what she terms, “potential history”.33
“Potential history is an attempt to develop a new model for
writing history, using photographs and citizenship to free myself
of the clamp of sovereignty and the perspective of the national
conflict and to extract from the past its unrealized possibilities
as a necessary condition for imagining a different future.” 34

33
Azoulay, Ariella. “Potential History:
Thinking Through Violence.” Critical Inquiry. 39.3 (2013): 548-574.

34
Azoulay 2013: 565.

Focusing on building a photographic archive of Palestine and
Israel, Azoulay discovers a wide number of images that had
been overlooked in the dominant narrative constructed about
these two countries. Her project is productive, imbued with
an impulse to rewrite and reimagine. My work draws motivation from this idea and aims to move beyond mere criticism
of archives to champion speculation as a means to productively redistribute alternative narratives to official stories.
Placing the archive on speculative ground illuminates certain
oversights of traditional archives while celebrating the problematics which pour forward. By becoming better readers of
how the past is being represented, we can work against the
limitations of memory by proposing new images for the present. My practice, then, becomes a rethinking of documentary
practice through speculative archiving.
To borrow again from Benjamin, speculating on the archive
means “brushing history against the grain”,35 It encourages the
maker of images to counter the smooth surfaces of history
and to suggest new images that can destabilize the official
record. In this way, speculation attempts to break the practice of power by acknowledging that many of the images we
create are complicit in the regime of representation. By becoming better readers of how the past in being represented,
we can work against the limitations of memory by proposing

SPECULATIVE
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Benjamin, Walter. On the
Concept of History. New York:
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1 — Scene 1

SEEING THE INVISIBLE — In my experience, each location
presents an invisible archive, though how we define the
invisible is manifold. More inherent qualities of invisibility
include:
movement,
weightlessness,
the intangible,
the perishable, etc.
Alternatively, there exist several culturally produced blind
spots, such as:
the untold,
buried histories,
the disappeared,
outside the frame,
the undervalued, etc.
Speculating on the archive through these various lenses
of invisibility may help us understand how we construct,
interpret, and display the past. Such work invites unexpected
archives to become inexhaustible, buried archives to become
dignified, and hegemonic archives to become self-reflexive
and unstable. It is a practice that helps us identify the richness of our own lives so as to not let our experiences, during
our time, slip through our fingers.

SPECULATIVE

Object Agent

36
Foster, Hal. “An Archival Impulse.”
The Archive. (2006): 146.

new images for the present. As Hal Foster notes, private
archives “…can be seen as perverse orders that aim to disturb the
symbolic order at large.” 36 This spirit emerges from a sense that
cultural memory has failed many of us. Speculation breathes
possibility.

33
SEEING WITH THE EYES CLOSED — Further unpacking
the gaps in the historic record, I put forward the question:
We can look at the archive with our eyes open, but how about with
our eyes closed ?
Following Massimiliano Gioni’s curatorial vision for the 55th
Venice Biennale, Il Palazzo Enciclopedico,37 speculating on the
archive can be a catalyst for creating a different reality
instead of merely trying to represent what is in plain sight.
How and what we document has the power to create new
spaces of fiction and imagination that can represent our lives
more accurately than the traditional tools employed. Our
shared experience of constantly channeling images has created rich archives in our imaginations, and the potential to
work with this material is riveting and inexhaustible. Gioni
asserts that we ourselves are media, stating:
“Besieged as we are by the profusion of images that characterize our
present, we might be tempted to close our eyes – only to realize that
pictures have always been swarming behind our eyelids.” 38
Herein arises a break between external images which have been
a preoccupation of the archive, and internal images, which are
just as relevant to our lived reality. If we can understand the
graphic designer as both a creator and translator of images,
can we also permit ourselves to participate in this imaginative and
unwieldy dance with pictures ?
I present these multiple ways of seeing as steps in my own
practice to interrogate how we document our present
condition as it rapidly becomes a representation of our past.
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34
VISUAL GESTURES — As this publication functions as
an archive of my own archives, it offers a chance to hover
above the work and highlights several impulses that become
apparent across projects. As an artist who is concerned
with the traces of human activity we enlist to construct
memory, I see much of my work functioning as an archeology of the present. There is an urgency in my work to
investigate tactics of representation, and I enlist the tools
of graphic design, documentary filmmaking, visual art and
the methods of anthropology to explore diverse forms of
collecting, interpreting, and display.

35
THE MIRROR — Many of my projects look to the mirror as a
guiding gesture, both in terms of creating a context [the mirror box causing an infinite regress of reflections in Something
stolen, something new, something borrowed, and something blue (2014)
and the mirrored black plexiglass in Object Agent (2012)], as a
formal gesture [the treatment of the tidal video in Dead Low,
High Water (2013)], and as a broader metaphor around the compulsive repetition of the archive. Like the archive, the mirror
dazzles us infinitely but fails to ultimately materialize what it
sets out to do.39 We can instead look at the mirror as a guide
for the archive: a celebration of the inexhaustible. In these
ways, I deliberately use the mirror as a tool for commentary
and critique.
DISORIENTATION — In relation to the mirror, a general
theme of disorientation factors into my work. Disorientation
is defined as, (1) “The Loss of one’s sense of direction, position, or
relationship with one’s surroundings,” and (2), “A temporary or
permanent state of confusion regarding place, time, or personal
identity.”40 Through building speculative archives, we can
disorient the vantage point and, in doing so, ask: “oriented
to whom ?”
DISAMBIGUATION — Given that a single terms often
holds several meanings (ambiguity), the act of disambiguation
attempts to resolve or, at least, display related ideas working
in simultaneity. My impulse to build speculative archives is
fueled by the idea that all things are equal at the same time.
Through the continuous drum of the archive, I work to
place alternative vantage points in tandem with established
ones. A single story does not exist. 41 Disambiguation is
also embedded in my process, demanding I take a frank look
at what is in front of, beside, and behind me, with the goal
of expanding the documentary frame.
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SERIALITY — Save Dead Low, High Water (2012), my systems
of gathering and display remain consistent across archives.
At once, I am engaged in mimicry with ideas of the ‘traditional archive’ in order to reveal its gaps, and additionally, I wish
to create an equivalency between archives in an attempt to
level the playing field. Drawing from anthropological theory, 42
mimicry can be a tool of decentralization. Establishing a consistent system allows us to see various patterns emerging
from the artifacts collected, making room for new taxonomies
to spring forward.
THE HAND — The gloved hand alone, or in a pair, makes
an appearance in many of my photographs. Within the
archive, it functions to break the seriality of the system,
serving as a signal that databases and archives are not
created by algorithms, but by a very distinct human component that maneuvers the material and creates ordering frameworks. Hands are placed in the image to remind the viewer
that the imprint of the archivist is always on the material and
that the archive should be read with an acute awareness of
its subjectivity.

VISUAL

Museum of Found Objects Toronto
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MULTIPLICITY — I embrace the notion of multiplicity
on many fronts. In each work, I draw upon the pattern
language of the archive to locate a steady beat within which
a diverse array of items are paced. Further, in Something
stolen, something new, something borrowed, and something blue
(2014), the mirror multiplies the object itself as a nod toward
the Egyptian Museum’s likeness to a storehouse for the
multiple objects hoarded in the Pharaoh’s tomb. Finally, the
practice of graphic design is itself a practice in multiplicity,
evidenced through such acts as establishing repeated grids or
embracing the ability to print things en mass, broadening the
scope of its ability to communicate. Together, the multiplied
context, multiplied object, and the medium of the multiple
offer opportunities to break the meter as an act of defiance.
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Stephanie Turner is a dance artist, performer, and teacher
based in Providence, Rhode Island, and the owner of The
Movement Exchange.1 Although she engages in many
dance forms including modern, capoeira, and breakdancing, her lifetime form is Contact Improvisation (CI).
CI hesitates to adhere to a single definition or pedagogical program, and instead sees itself as a framework
for an improvised duet dance. In this way, all practitioners
participate in defining and developing the evolving form.
An early definition by Steve Paxton, the American choreographer who initiated the form, is helpful:
The improvised dance form is based on the communication between two moving bodies that are in physical contact and their combined relationship to the physical laws
that govern their motion — gravity, momentum, inertia.
The body, in order to open to these sensations, learns to
release excess muscular tension and abandon a certain
quality of willfulness to experience the natural flow of
movement. Practice includes rolling, falling, being upside
down, following a physical point of contact, supporting
and giving weight to a partner.
Contact improvisations are spontaneous physical
dialogues that range from stillness to highly energetic
exchanges. Alertness is developed in order to work in
an energetic state of physical disorientation, trusting in
one's basic survival instincts. It is a free play with balance,
self-correcting the wrong moves and reinforcing the right
ones, bringing forth a physical/emotional truth about a
shared moment of movement that leaves the participants
informed, centered, and enlivened.2
3
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If we look at dance as a language, how are you speaking
in CI? Is it similar to how a Butoh dancer speaks of the
pulses of the nervous system influencing movement?

4
Sameer Farooq

st 5

It’s something new in every moment. That’s the thing
about CI, we don’t live within the tradition of other dance
forms — our tradition is that we are constantly evolving.
Even the fact that is wasn’t codified is a choice. Steve
Paxton could have codified it, and developed trainings for
teachers, but that was not the spirit of it. So now you can
just be a CI practitioner, be involved, and be constantly
asking the next questions. It’s an evolving form.
sf

Could you give a brief rundown on how CI differs from
other forms of dance?
st

It’s so different, because it’s about presence. It’s why
a lot of trained dancers have a hard time with it —
they have all of this information in their bodies, and
trying to let go of it so they can be present and listen to
weight sharing and the physical is difficult. I also live
between forms, but CI is a whole other world. It lives in
such a different place in my body and informs my life
with spontaneity, presence, and care for other people
and their bodies.
I think the basic question in CI is What happens
when? And even though that is the main question, we
are not expecting an answer. We’re living in the form,
and knowing that some answers will expose themselves.
That’s a part of CI that I have embedded in the way I
live life. I have so many questions yet have little to no
answers. That storing of questions without putting any
weight on them feels like a deeply embedded practice for
me both as a dancer and in life. How much more beautiful
of a society would we have if we were ok with having
lots of questions and no answers? I get depressed just
thinking about it: the act of rushing to answers is based
on fear, and that reminds me that we live in such a fear
based society.

THE WEIGHTLESSNESS OF LIFE ?

5
Stephanie Turner
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What was the initial spark for you to approach CI?
st

I started out with an interest in pure physicality rather
than from an emotional place. Because I grew up with
more of a technical training background, this was
something I would just do in my own free time. I love
throwing myself around — I love physics — I love
what happens when you throw your body one way,
and see what kind of spontaneous recovery you can
make from that.
The disorientation is what hooked me. When I saw
someone being disoriented, and they were just trying
to live within it and not putting an end to it, I was like…
[gasps]… I want that. I want that feeling in my body. I
wanted that spherical focus that we don’t carry with
us everyday.

43
This journal still exists, and I use it in my practice
and also in my teaching. Anybody can send in articles.
It’s also not just about CI, but people writing about using
such work inside of performance and expressed in
identity.
sf

Is there something about the writing itself being able to
speak to this form?
st

Yes, but to go even further, I used writing from the journal
as a score. There was one article where someone was
describing how they were feeling inside of a dance, and
I thought it would be great to read it out loud and have
dancers respond to it through movement. It brought
out things that they didn’t even know how to do. I was
stunned. It was a powerful show of what language can do
to bring us inside of our bodies.

sf

Does the process of disorientation ask for a different
level of focus?

sf

What happens if I were to capture a CI jam on video.
What would we lose in the capture?

st

Yes, because we are working on instincts at that point.
It’s about trusting that your body will land you in a safe
place — to trust those impulses.
sf

I’m very curious about how we document this immateriality? How are the actions you have just described going
to be able to be communicated to an imagined future?

st

You would lose the sensation. There are many ways of
looking and with CI we are not only seeing with our eyes,
we are also seeing with our skin and everywhere else.
The listening is so completely involved that you don’t
really care if something big and fun to watch with your
eyes happens.
sf

st

6
Founded in 1975, the journal is the
longest-living, independent, artistmade, not-for-profit, reader-supported
magazine devoted to the dancer’s voice.
http://www.contactquarterly.com

What is the listening?

Technically speaking, there is a way. There was a journal
created in the mid-1970s called Contact Quarterly,3 and
it is how they kept the practice focused. They decided
that instead of codifying things, they would have a series
of conversations. And so, people starting sharing their
stories with this journal. At the beginning, a lot of people
were mainly speaking about their first experiences
coming into the process.

The listening to the weight sharing and the mutual
decision making that makes the dance happen. And if you
don’t have the listening, it’s less interesting.
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st

sf

Do you see any other ways of making the invisibility of
movement visible, so we can translate the knowledge
onward?

44
st

There is a part of me that wants CI to be documented, but
there is also a part of me that just wants it to live in the
present. A part of me is ok with it not being documented
more, and sometimes I’m even at the point of being
against it.
The nature of the form is that it lives in the moment,
it lives in presence. It doesn’t live in book, it lives in
experience. Especially in a world that doesn’t spend
much time in the present – with technological change
happening so rapidly — we spend a lot of time outside
of presence. We struggle with the idea of what our world
is going to look like and worry about the future, so we
also escape to the past. Dance is my response to all of
that, no matter what form it is, it is my time to actually be
present and not be anywhere else. It’s like sitting down to
dinner with a good friend and talking. Moments that bring
us to where we are, and not outside of that.

45
it actually was. What if we made collections of personal
truths and let the reader make up a story about what that
meant at the time? What if they had to interact with the
document in a different way?
sf

In the discomfort of multiple stories?
st

That’s what CI is: it is multiple stories trying to
live together.

7

sf

So it could be argued that the act of documentation is
very future oriented and past oriented.
st

A good question to ask would is: How could it be
more present oriented? Maybe it is not about trying to
generalize a form and pass it on. Perhaps it’s about
selecting from individual experience, and seeing how
they fall into the laps of the future.
sf

So if we hold the idea of CI next to the word archive,
would the look of it be a type of process archive? Would
it be this shape-shifting, malleable, changing pool of
knowledge, that somehow moves forward? But even as
I say this, I realize that this is where the danger lies. It’s
not really about constantly moving forward, is it?
st

The challenge is that when we take a group of small
entities and put them into a larger definition, we’re
making several assumptions. These assumptions are
one person’s reading around what that group collectively
means — and this brings us away from the truth of what
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In collaboration with
Mirjam Linschooten
Book
8.26” x 11.69”
Softcover, perfect bound
168 pp.
1

2

Project Description

2014

One of the most enduring images from Egyptian Revolution
of 2011 was when citizens of Cairo formed a human chain
around the Egyptian Museum at Tahrir Square, in an attempt
to prevent its precious objects from being stolen.1 Despite the
critical mass, people broke into the vast exhibition halls from
above, and an estimated 54 items were stolen. My collaborator, visual artist Mirjam Linschooten, and I saw the sudden
vulnerability of the museum archive as an opportunity to
analyze what is deemed valuable at this important moment
in Egyptian history.
THE EGYPTIAN MUSEUM — The Egyptian Museum is less
a tightly curated institution than a larger-than-life storehouse of found objects.2 Defining Egypt through Pharaonic
history, and the pattern of multiplicity seemed to be the
keywords in experiencing the museum, and we took this idea
forward into the conception of the project.
ARD EL LEWA — Ard El Lewa is a low income neighbourhood in greater Cairo, roughly a 20 minute drive from the
Egyptian Museum. Exiting the Ring Road (on a ramp built by
the community’s residents themselves so they would not be
cut off ), you suddenly enter a dense grid of unpaved roads
crammed with every possible object imaginable. This often
overlooked neighbourhood became a fitting place to ask its
residents to suggest a new version of the Egyptian Museum.

p.64 Participatory Archive

3

54 FOR 54 — Following a documentary impulse, we built a
temporary photo studio3 sourced from materials in the area,
and worked with a local calligrapher to make announcement
posters welcoming residents to bring us objects. We asked a
simple question: “What object from your home would you like to
see displayed in the Egyptian Museum?” For a month, we photographed and interviewed people around the objects that were
brought to us. 54 new objects replaced the 54 looted and a
participatory archive arose in collaboration with present-day
inhabitants.

Something stolen, something new,
something borrowed, and something blue

Project Description

2014

The participatory method also made us vulnerable: we had
to accept what was invited and what was not. The amount
of laptops and cell phones that were contributed had to make
us reckon with the fact that people wanted these to be the
enduring and representative objects of their time.
We also contributed an equal number of objects to the collection, wishing to hold up a mirror to our participants, entering
an object dialogue with them as outsiders. In proposing possible archives, I attempt to challenge the regime of representation through creating analogies between the historic record
and the present.
SITUATIONS OVERTAKING OBJECTS — During the project, the dissatisfaction of Egyptian people to then-President
Morsi had reached a fever pitch. Reports indicated that the
June 30th protests were possibly the largest gatherings of
people in the history of mankind. Reverberations were obviously felt in our day to day process with discussions around
objects always turning into larger debates around the current
political situation.
The final form of the publication was an attempt to grapple
with representing the edges of documentation. The smooth
narratives of the objects were interrupted by the situations
imposed on the project. Blackouts, local blogs, international
news, here-say, and physical displacement was built into the
sequence of the book to reflect the experience of building an
archive on unstable ground.
The publication is a testament to the act of documentation
as being dependent on the frame and therefore toggles
between what is hidden and what is shown. The difficulty
lies in that simultaneous action occurs across time and space,
and these dynamics are a great challenge to represent in the
traditional structure of a museum archive. What could not
be represented within the tight frame of our collection was
just as important as the archive itself.

p.65 Participatory Archive

Something stolen, something new,
something borrowed, and something blue

In collaboration with
Bob Wilkinson
Books (x2)
Softcover, perfect bound
5” x 8”
Vol. 1: 390 pp.
Vol 2: 370 pp.

Project Description

2014

Bully archives are the ‘archive of archives’, and are so vast in
their claims that they often push other smaller topic-specific
archives out of the way.

p.66 Bully Archive
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Multimedia installation
Gelman Gallery, Providence, USA
Video, Sound, Printed matter
1

Our starting point was UNESCO’s 2011 Universal Declaration
on Archives, which defines archives:
…to include all recorded decisions, actions and memories.
and
…as supporting democracy and human rights, and preserving
collective social memory.
We wished to call to task this declaration testing if such
a feat was even possible.

1
http://photobank.unesco.org

Dead Low, High Water

By meticulously reading 25,000 images from one such archive
— UNESCO’s online “Photobank”1 — we arranged them into
new categories, revealing several curious patterns: a repeated
hand gesture through time, individuals being photographed
holding up a document, a fascination with photographing
large heads, projected or otherwise, a disposition to modern
art, and so on. As Lev Manovich claims:
“Database becomes the center of the creative process in the computer age. Historically, the artist made a unique work within a
particular medium. Therefore the interface and the work were the
same; in other words, the level of an interface did not exist. With
new media, the content of the work and the interface become
separate. It is therefore possible to create different interfaces to
the same material.” 2
Through re-performing the archive, we problematized the
belief of the archivist as a neutral, objective, holder of truth.
Our aim was twofold: ( i ) each time we reach our hands into a
database, we can construct new and distinct narratives, and
( ii ) in the act of naming and categorizing, one’s imprint is
always on the material.
The archive, then, becomes more a self portrait of the archivist rather than a representation of the subject portrayed.
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2
I decided to leave, so I hiked
back up the beach toward my
car, but mistook a break in the
fence for the parking lot. I crossed
through it, and instead of seeing my car, I was faced with (the
only word which comes to mind)
‘heaven’. The sun was beginning
to descend so everything was
covered in a warm orange.
Gnarled, salty pine trees sprung
from the sand, and their cones
hung on fragile strings from the
branches. There were pastel
coloured bushes, tufted and low
to the ground. Larger trees had
already given up for winter, and
some of their branches crunched
underfoot. The sun passed
through this secluded beach
meadow, and light filtered in,
hitting me, the bushes, the trees,
the pine cones – and it felt like the
only completely right thing that I’ve
felt in weeks.
3
Nietzsche, Friedrich. Notebooks,
Spring-Fall 1881 11[293].

Project Description

2013

In Dead Low, High Water I apply various documentary gestures
on a location that is seldom treated as an archival subject:
the Rhode Island coastline. Yet still, in this seemingly barren
place, devoid of material, there existed an infinite amount of
narratives that could be gleaned from the single location.
First, through mirroring the coastline upon itself we become
aware of the shifting tidal line, a potential narrative device
which rushes in, retreats, and then jerks forward again, a
bit further.
Second, this patterns was translated into a dialogue where I
asked a person the same question over and over again. Like
the tide line, their answer jerked forward ever so slightly
with each new iteration.
Third, objects embedded in the seaweed line were detangled
and meticulously cleaned, scanned, and presented.
Fourth, language was pulled from these objects,1 and typeset
into something the objects wanted to communicate. They
spoke different languages, of their conception in various
places, words that meant something to them, and language
that had been broken along the journey.
Finally, a text2 was written by me, the archivist, on getting
lost at the location. This allowed for the further possibility of
the archivist’s experience to be a part of the archive.
In this seemingly quiet place, I could have continued for years,
pulling strings, creating documents, and placing them into an
ever expanding archive. As Nietzsche muses:
We are not subtle enough to perceive that probably absolute flow of
becoming... A tree is a new thing at every instant; we affirm the form
because we do not seize the subtlety of an absolute moment.3
Ultimately, this work taught me about the archive’s inability
to capture, and our need to come to terms with it existing in
a permanent state of becoming.

p.67 Process Archive
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Object Agent

Photographic prints (x9)
Booklet
10 pp.

Project Description

2012

By acknowledging the inherent value bias in collecting material for the archive, we also signal a need to really see what
is in front of us. Object Agent, was an effort to reframe items
from a dollar store as important objects of study. By using a
specific photographic language pulled from tabletop photography, I demonstrate the ability of context and the tactics of
documentation to influence notions of value.
Objects from a dollar store in Johnston, Rhode Island, were
re-framed as characters, and appropriate black & white ‘head
shots’ were taken. They were subsequently called into action
and placed on a stage, using backdrops gleaned from the dollar
store, and made to sit on black, mirrored plexiglass.
By dramatically shifting the context where these objects
lived, and through documenting them in a new light, the
project aimed to challenge a value bias around what we
choose to collect. I wished to champion everyday ephemera’s ability to equally represent the culture and time
within which we live. This should not be seen as an act
against objects that hold institutional importance (those in
the library collection, ethnographic museum, etc.), but as a
move toward levelling the playing field so that both the
museum and dollar store can begin to speak to each other
in a productive way about where we are at this moment.

Museum of Found Objects (Maharaja and—)

In collaboration with
Mirjam Linschooten
Installation
The Art Gallery of Ontario,
Toronto, Canada
Website
Book
Softcover, perfect bound
9” x 12.6”
100 pp.

1
Sivanesan, Haema. Endnotes in:
The Museum of Found Objects:
Toronto. Sameer Farooq and
Mirjam Linschooten. Toronto:
SAVAC & AGO, 2011.

Project Description

2011

The Museum of Found Objects: Toronto (Maharaja and–) was
completed upon invitation from the Art Gallery of Ontario.
Responding to an exhibition in a neighbouring room entitled
Maharaja: The Splendour of India’s Royal Courts, our goal was to
cleverly update the colonial exhibition with everyday objects
from South Asian communities across Toronto. The result
was an installation of hundreds of objects which drew lines
between itself and the neighbouring exhibition. On the last
day, visitors were invited to Loot the Museum in order question
the aura of collections by freeing the objects and releasing
them back into the city again.
A series of endnotes1 written by curator Haema Sivanesan are
particularly insightful (for this and the following project The
Museum of Found Objects Istanbul), and I reprint several here:
1. The Museum of Found Objects is a “pop-up museum”, the idea
of which is a paradox.
6. The Museum of Found Objects is a formal setting for the
display of selected everyday objects. The collections of the
Museum of Found Objects seek to reflect on the quotidian
experiences of increasingly consumerist, rapidly globalizing
urban societies. The collections of the Museum of Found
Objects are not intended to be definitive, but they evoke
hidden or unexpected aspects of a place or city.

10. The Museum of Found Objects proposes a notion of the
museum as a site of dynamic exchange and active participation where the objects themselves situate social and
discursive exchanges.
12. The Museum of Found Objects examines and critiques the
museological paradigm and the apparent authority with
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8. The Museum of Found Objects subverts the “aura” and authority of the museum setting to challenge how knowledge
about culture is constructed and canonized by the institution
of the museum.

Project Description

2011

which it represents cultures – specifically non-western
cultures that have known a history of colonization and their
problematic relationship to the authoritative, indeed colonizing, framework of the museum. In this sense the Museum of
Found Objects problematizes the Eurocentrism underlying the
institution of the museum, seeking to unsettle and thereby
critique its colonizing authority.
13. Yet the Museum of Found Objects seeks to restore the sense
of wonder associated with 19th century cabinets of curiosities (e.g. the wunderkammer or ajaib ghar), capturing the imagination of visitors and inspiring a sense of discovery. The
Museum of Found Objects describes the potential of museums
as being one to inspire the imagination of visitors. it critiques the didacticism of museums, and invites inventive and
creative modes of knowledge exchange.
20. The problem of the museum, then, is a problem of representation: who is representing who and how? Who speaks for
which community and does that community in fact relate?
How do museums engage communities in constructing the
narratives of history that represent them? How can museum
exhibitions exhibit the contingencies of history?
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26. Critiquing the scientific objectivity of ethnographic methodologies, the Museum of Found Objects uses humour to reflect
on social interactions, communal aspirations and values.
28. In presenting a critique of the museum, the Museum of
Found Objects situates a notion of culture as agile, dynamic,
readily influenced and therefore responsive and malleable to
changing social, political and economic demands. the Museum
of Found Objects describes culture as a site of human and
collective subjectivity – readily influenced by a range of
changing fashions, tastes, aesthetic, economic and technological demands. in doing so, the Museum of Found Objects
advocates for the museum to be a site of dynamic social and
cultural engagement and exchange.

Museum of Found Objects (Istanbul)

In collaboration with
Mirjam Linschooten

Project Description

2010

“It is never we who affirm or deny something of a thing; it is the
thing itself that affirms or denies something of itself in us” 1

Installation
Website
Book
Softcover, perfect bound
9” x 12.6”
72 pp.

1
Spinoza, Baruch in Deleuze,
Gilles. Spinoza, Practical
Philosophy. San Francisco:
City Lights Books, 1988: 81.

Unlike most cities which spread along streets horizontally
wide, Istanbul also exists vertically deep, allowing the
passer-by the possibility to spend hours on one block, losing
oneself in the layers of the city. At once, the covered bazaar is
in front of the mosque, the specialty shops are in front of the
bazaar, the street vendors are in front the shops, and crowds
of people walk in front of the vendors on the streets. In this
seemingly endless labyrinth of objects, layers, juxtapositions,
and combinations, we get a fleeting glimpse of contemporary
Istanbul. The city becomes a rich archive of objects, and it
was at this point where the project started.
Upon an invitation from the Turkish Ministry of Culture
during the Istanbul 2010 European Capital of Culture, we set
out to make a museum catalogue for the city. collecting over
one hundred objects from fifteen districts, we carefully
interpreted and photographed each object within a strict
archival taxonomy.
The result was twofold: first, we began to form portraits of
each neighbourhood through its objects, creating an alternative lens of looking at the city. Our work became just as concerned with organizing complexities as it was with documenting
realities, creating new pathways of understanding an urban
space. Second, the project became a critique of the museum.
By placing everyday objects into the strict language of archival photography, the message became absurd, highlighting the
problems embedded in museum display and the singular
story it often tells. The project culminated in an installation
at the Sanat Limani Gallery, Istanbul, where guests were
invited to again loot our collection, taking the objects out
of the space and back into the city.
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SPECULATIVE

INDEX

ARCHIVES

Brought

1–9

Something stolen, something new,
something borrowed, and something blue

Brought

10 – 18

1 — accessories

2 — accessories

3 — accessories

10 — doll

11 — drawings

12— hat

4 — accessories

5 — artifacts

6 — coin

13 — jewelry

14 — laser

15 — manuscript

7 — comb

8 — computer

9 — computer

16 — mask

17 — mortar

18 — paintings
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Something stolen, something new,
something borrowed, and something blue

Brought

19 – 27

Something stolen, something new,
something borrowed, and something blue

Suggested

28 – 36

19 — photo camera

20 — ruler

21 — scarf & glass

28 — arcs

29 — bags

30 — blue

22 — shirt

23 — stapler & remover

24 — sticks

31 — bread

32 — bundle

33 — containers

25 — telephone

26 — telephone

27 — video camera

34 — duster

35 — eye

36 — foil
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Something stolen, something new,
something borrowed, and something blue

Suggested

37 – 45

Something stolen, something new,
something borrowed, and something blue

Suggested

46 – 54

37 — fowl

38 — fruits

39— headless

46 — pyramidal

47 — pyramids

48 — stone

40 — head scarf

41 — insoles

42 — layout

49 — tags

50 — tool

51 — toy

43 — limited use

44 — orange

45 — oranges

52 — water

53 — wig

54 — whistles
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Something stolen, something new,
something borrowed, and something blue

Vol. 1 (selected)

Photobank

Vol. 1 (selected)

1 — Abstract Art

1 — Abstract Art

1 — Abstract Art

1 — Abstract Art

1 — Abstract Art

1 — Abstract Art

1 — Abstract Art

1 — Abstract Art

7 — Moss Covered Rocks

1 — Abstract Art
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1

9 — Sponges

1 — Abstract Art

7 — Moss Covered Rocks

1 — Abstract Art

1

9 — Sponges

1 — Abstract Art
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Photobank

Vol. 1 (selected)

Photobank

Vol. 1 (selected)

2 — Behind the Desk

2 — Behind the Desk

2 — Behind the Desk

2 — Behind the Desk

2 — Behind the Desk

2 — Behind the Desk

2 — Behind the Desk

2 — Behind the Desk

7 — Moss Covered Rocks

2 — Behind the Desk
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2

9 — Sponges

2 — Behind the Desk

7 — Moss Covered Rocks

2 — Behind the Desk

2

9 — Sponges

2 — Behind the Desk
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Photobank

Vol. 1 (selected)

Photobank

Vol. 1 (selected)

3 — Circular Form

3 — Circular Form

3 — Circular Form

3 — Circular Form

3 — Circular Form

3 — Circular Form

3 — Circular Form

3 — Circular Form

7 — Moss Covered Rocks

3 — Circular Form
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3

9 — Sponges

3 — Circular Form

7 — Moss Covered Rocks

3 — Circular Form

3

9 — Sponges

3 — Circular Form
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Photobank

Vol. 1 (selected)

Photobank

Vol. 1 (selected)

4 — Eiffel Tower

4 — Eiffel Tower

4 — Eiffel Tower

4 — Eiffel Tower

4 — Eiffel Tower

4 — Eiffel Tower

4 — Eiffel Tower

4 — Eiffel Tower

4 — Eiffel Tower

4 — Eiffel Tower

7 — Moss Covered Rocks

4 — Eiffel Tower
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4

4

9 — Sponges

4 — Eiffel Tower
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Photobank

Vol. 1 (selected)

5

Photobank

Vol. 1 (selected)

5 — Emotional Performance

5 — Emotional Performance

5 — Emotional Performance

5 — Emotional Performance

5 — Emotional Performance

5 — Emotional Performance

5 — Emotional Performance

5 — Emotional Performance

5 — Emotional Performance

5 — Emotional Performance

5 — Emotional Performance

5 — Emotional Performance

5
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Photobank

Vol. 1 (selected)

6

Photobank

Vol. 1 (selected)

6 — Empty Space

6 — Empty Space

6 — Empty Space

6 — Empty Space

6 — Empty Space

6 — Empty Space

6 — Empty Space

6 — Empty Space

6 — Empty Space

6 — Empty Space

6 — Empty Space

6 — Empty Space

6
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Photobank

Vol. 1 (selected)

7

Photobank

Vol. 1 (selected)

7 — Entourage

7 — Entourage

7 — Entourage

7 — Entourage

7 — Entourage

7 — Entourage

7 — Entourage

7 — Entourage

7 — Entourage

7 — Entourage

7 — Entourage

7 — Entourage

7
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Photobank

Vol. 1 (selected)

8

Photobank

Vol. 1 (selected)

8 — Hand Gesture

8 — Hand Gesture

8 — Hand Gesture

8 — Hand Gesture

8 — Hand Gesture

8 — Hand Gesture

8 — Hand Gesture

8 — Hand Gesture

8 — Hand Gesture

8 — Hand Gesture

8 — Hand Gesture

8 — Hand Gesture

8
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Photobank

Vol. 1 (selected)

9

Photobank

Vol. 1 (selected)

9 — Holding Paper

9 — Holding Paper

9 — Holding Paper

9 — Holding Paper

9 — Holding Paper

9 — Holding Paper

9 — Holding Paper

9 — Holding Paper

9 — Holding Paper

9 — Holding Paper

9 — Holding Paper

9 — Holding Paper

9
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Photobank

Vol. 1 (selected)

10

Photobank

Vol. 1 (selected)

10 — Holding Object

10 — Holding Object

10 — Holding Object

10 — Holding Object

10 — Holding Object

10 — Holding Object

10 — Holding Object

10 — Holding Object

10 — Holding Object

10 — Holding Object

10 — Holding Object

10
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Photobank

Vol. 2 (selected)

11

Photobank

Vol. 2 (selected)

11 — In Front of Map

11 — In Front of Map

11 — In Front of Map

11 — In Front of Map

11 — In Front of Map

11 — In Front of Map

11 — In Front of Map

11 — In Front of Map

11 — In Front of Map

11 — In Front of Map

11 — In Front of Map

11 — In Front of Map

11
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Photobank

Vol. 2 (selected)

12

Photobank

Vol. 2 (selected)

12 — Iteration

12 — Iteration

12 — Iteration

12 — Iteration

12 — Iteration

12 — Iteration

12 — Iteration

12 — Iteration

12 — Iteration

12 — Iteration

12 — Iteration

12 — Iteration

12
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Photobank

Vol. 2 (selected)

13

Photobank

13 — Large Portrait

13 — Large Portrait

13 — Large Portrait

13 — Large Portrait

13 — Large Portrait

13 — Large Portrait

13 — Large Portrait

13 — Large Portrait

Vol. 2 (selected)

13

13 — Large Portrait
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Photobank

Vol. 2 (selected)

14

Photobank

Vol. 2 (selected)

14 — Looking at Art

14 — Looking at Art

14 — Looking at Art

14 — Looking at Art

14 — Looking at Art

14 — Looking at Art

14 — Looking at Art

14 — Looking at Art

14 — Looking at Art

14 — Looking at Art

14 — Looking at Art

14 — Looking at Art

14
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Photobank

Vol. 2 (selected)

15

Photobank

Vol. 2 (selected)

15 — Men and Women

15 — Men and Women

15 — Men and Women

15 — Men and Women

15 — Men and Women

15 — Men and Women

15 — Men and Women

15 — Men and Women

15 — Men and Women

15 — Men and Women

15 — Men and Women

15 — Men and Women

15
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Photobank
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16 — Mistake

Vol. 2 (selected)
16 — Mistake

16

Photobank

Vol. 2 (selected)

17 — Performance of Culture

17 — Performance of Culture

17 — Performance of Culture

17 — Performance of Culture

17 — Performance of Culture

17 — Performance of Culture

17
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Photobank

Vol. 2 (selected)

17

Photobank

Vol. 2 (selected)

17 — Performance of Culture

17 — Performance of Culture

17 — Performance of Culture

17 — Performance of Culture

17 — Performance of Culture

17 — Performance of Culture

17 — Performance of Culture

17 — Performance of Culture

17 — Performance of Culture

17 — Performance of Culture

17 — Performance of Culture

17 — Performance of Culture

17
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Photobank

Photobank

Vol. 2 (selected)

18

Photobank

18 — Smoking

18 — Smoking

19 — Sofa Space

18 — Smoking

18 — Smoking

19 — Sofa Space

Vol. 2 (selected)

19

19 — Sofa Space
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18 — Smoking

Vol. 2 (selected)

20

Photobank

20 — Tall and Short

20 — Tall and Short

20 — Tall and Short

20 — Tall and Short

20 — Tall and Short

20 — Tall and Short

20 — Tall and Short

20 — Tall and Short

Vol. 2 (selected)

20

20 — Tall and Short
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Photobank

Vol. 2 (selected)

21

Photobank

Vol. 2 (selected)

21 — Unspecified

21 — Unspecified

21 — Unspecified

21 — Unspecified

21 — Unspecified

21 — Unspecified

21 — Unspecified

21 — Unspecified

21 — Unspecified

21 — Unspecified

21 — Unspecified

21 — Unspecified

21
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Photobank

Vol. 2 (selected)

22

Photobank

22 — Women

22 — Women

22 — Women

22 — Women

22 — Women

22 — Women

22 — Women

22 — Women

Vol. 2 (selected)

22

22 — Women
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Photobank

Mirrored tides (selected)

1–8

Dead Low, High Water

1 — 9:34am

2 — 9:55am

9 — 12:58pm

3 — 10:20am

4 — 10:43am

11 — 1:59pm

5 — 11:05am

6 — 11:25am

7 — 11:52pm

8 — 12:18pm

Mirrored tides (selected)

9 – 11

10 — 1:30pm
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Dead Low, High Water

Seaweed line

1 – 20

Dead Low, High Water

Seaweed line

21 – 40

1 — accessory

2 — balloon

3 — bottle

4 — buoy

5 — can

21 — container

22 — cup

23 — dishtowel

24 — glove

25 — glove

6 — cap

7 — cap

8 — cap

9 — cap

10 — cap

26 — hat

27 — lure

28 — lure

29 — peanut

30 — pod

11 — cap

12— cap

13 — cap

14 — cap

15 — cap

31 — ribbon

32 — rope

33 — sham

34 — shoe

35 — sleeve

16 — cap

17 — cap

18 — case

19 — cigar

20 — clip

36 — spout

37 — sticker

38 — straw

39 — string

40 — tag
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Dead Low, High Water

Seaweed line

41 – 60

Dead Low, High Water

Seaweed line

41 — toy

42 — tube

43 — unknown

44 — unknown

45 — unknown

61 — wood

62 — wood

63 — wood

64 — wrapper

46 — unknown

47 — unknown

48 — unknown

49 — unknown

50 — unknown

66 — wrapper

67 — wrapper

68 — wrapper

69 — wrapper

51 — unknown

52— unknown

53 — unknown

54 — unknown

55 — unknown

56 — unknown

57 — unknown

58 — unknown

59 — unknown

60 — unknown

16 – 69
65 — wrapper
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Dead Low, High Water

Lead characters

1 – 11

1 — Pop-pom Pen

2 — Takeout Box

3 — Floral Foam Disk

4 — Snowy Trees

5 — Pill Organizer

6 — Plastic Gourd

7 — Moss Covered Rocks

8 — Sloppy Joe Sauce

9 — Sponges

10 — Ghost Peeps

11 — Maraschino Cherries

Object Agent

Scenes (selected)

1 — Scene 1

2 — Scene 2

3 — Scene 3

4 — Scene 4

1–4
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Object Agent

Scenes (selected)

5 — Scene 5

6 — Scene 6

7 — Scene 7

8 — Scene 8

5–8

Object Agent

Scenes (selected)

9

9 — Scene 9
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Object Agent

Toronto (Maharaja and —) (selected)

1 – 12

Museum of Found Objects

Toronto (Maharaja and —) (selected)

13 – 24

1 — elephant brand rice

2 — tusk brand rice

3 — gram flour

13 — Allah necklace

14 — Jesus necklace

15 — toy sword

4 — Brar besan flour

5 — Parcheesi game box

6 — dress shirt

16 — toy sword

17 — mug

18 — Tim Horton’s takeaway cup

7 — shalwar

8 — postcards

9 — roasting pan

19 — tissue box holder

20 — sweets box

21 — recorder

10 — tinfoil platter

11 — tinfoil divided platter

12 — spice tin

22 — fountain pen

23 — toilet brush

24 — iPad
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Museum of Found Objects

Toronto (Maharaja and —) (selected)

25 – 36

Museum of Found Objects

Toronto (Maharaja and —) (selected)

37 – 48

25 — Gold tumeric skin cream

26 — Rani sandalwood soap

27 — Tibet Snow hair oil

37 — bingo game set

38 — bridal shoes

39 — pizza slice container

28 — toothpaste and toothbrush

29 — Man Power aftershave

30 — Quality Street candy tin

40 — necklace and earrings

41 — Jabra C150 headset

42 — film and television collection

31 — skin whitening cream for men

32 — Royal Dansk butter cookies

33 — Honda Odyssey minivan

43 — medal for mathematics

44 — hair ornaments

45 — tablecloth

34 — telephone

35 — makeup kit

36 — Tommy Hilfiger watch

46 — dress shirt

47 — boots

48 — dress shoes
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Museum of Found Objects

Toronto (Maharaja and —) (selected)

49 – 57

49 — belt

50 — tupperware set

51 — Modern Hair Styles book

52 — Amritsar golden temple model

53 — sweatshirt

54 — leather jacket

55 — metal dinner service

56 — paper dinner service

57 — grooming set

Museum of Found Objects

Toronto (Maharaja and —) (selected)

58 — duster

59 — fly swatters

61 — thermometer

62 — jeans

58 – 62

60 — metal skewer
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Museum of Found Objects

Istanbul (selected)

1 – 12

Museum of Found Objects

Istanbul (selected)

1 — winter melon

2 — bra

3 — name necklace

13 — boy’s football slippers

14 — tea glasses

15 — Prada shoes

4 — plastic ball

5 — perfume

6 — high heel shoes

16 — prayer cap

17 — Jabra C150 headset

18 — fex hat

7 — round hard candy

8 — mens shirt

9 — liquid soap

19 — medal for mathematics

20 — hooks

21 — vacuum bag

10 — makeup kit

11 — glass dish

12 — cassette tape + case

22 — sugar honey nuts

23 — takeaway containers

24 — milk

13 – 24
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Museum of Found Objects

Istanbul (selected)

25 – 36

Museum of Found Objects

Istanbul (selected)

25 — ruler + calculator

26 — insoles

27 — mini plastic bags

37 — paving stone

38 — Spiderman dishcloth

39 — woolen washcloth

28 — shaving brush

29 — soap

30 — big lighter

40 — necklace and earrings

41 — USB card reader

42 — food-aid bag (Japan)

31 — toy gun

32 — empty soda bottle

33 — shaving stick

43 — food-aid bag (Pakistan)

44 — Cartier necklace

45 — tablecloth

34 — keychain

35 — Lanvin Paris labels

36 — Gucci sunglasses

46 — restaurant wrapping

47 — Spirograph drawing

48 — restaurant brochure

37 – 48
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Museum of Found Objects

Istanbul (selected)

49 – 60

Museum of Found Objects

Istanbul (selected)

61 – 72

49 — Atlantic bonito

50 — styrofoam letters

51 — plain hamburger

61 — autograph book

62 — salt shaker

63 — pizza slice container

52 — hankerchief

53 — hankerchief

54 — plastic lace

64 — necklace and earrings

65 — scissors

66 — lottery ticket

55 — t-shirt

56 — Lacoste imitation Viagra

57 — headscarf

67 — floss halva

68 — glue

69 — drawing of Constantinople

58 — cigarette case

59 — pillow case

60 — rug

70 — Atatürk poster

71 — lighter

72 — 45rpm record
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Museum of Found Objects

Museum of Found Objects

Istanbul (selected)
74 — empty paper bag

75 — Tibet Snow hair oil

76 — clothes pins

77 — glue

78 — lady bug cake

79 — control underwear

80 — underwear
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73 — wet wipe

73 – 80
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